
TACOMA AND TUNDRA TAILGATE HANDLE DECAL INSTALLATION 
 
Thank you for your order!   
 

Please read these instructions before applying your vinyl decals. 
 

Decals should be applied when the temperature is between 60F and 80F for best adhesion. Applying them outside 
this range may affect the decal’s ability to properly adhere to the tailgate handle. Never install decals below 50F. 
 

Proper cleaning and preparation of the surface prior to vinyl application is critical to the success of the decals. Use 
a degreaser such as Simple Green and a lint free soft towel to clean the surface of the raised letters.  
 
CAUTION: Do not use isopropyl alcohol (rubbing alcohol) to clean the tailgate handle. This can discolor the 
plastic. 
 

These decals are installed dry via transfer tape. Slowly peal the transfer tape from the backing paper, ensuring that 
the vinyl letter separates from the paper and stays on the transfer tape.  
 

Holding the corners of the transfer tape, center the decal over the corresponding letter and slowly lay it down on 
the surface of the letter. Do this very carefully and slowly because once the decal contacts the surface of the badge 
it cannot be removed without damaging the decal. 
 

Rub your finger across the surface of the transfer tape to adhere the decal to the handle.  
 

Slowly peal the transfer tape away, ensuring that the vinyl does not lift up with the transfer tape. 
 

Use your fingers to press down on the edges of the decals to ensure they have adhered properly.  
 

Proceed with the remaining letters. 
 

Please allow 24 hours for the decal to completely adhere before getting them wet. 
 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any issues or questions about installing these decals on your truck, 
or if you need additional letters. 
 

Thanks! 
 

Rich (rrentrop@cox.net) 
Web: Tacomavinyldecals.com 
Facebook: TacomaVinylDecals 
Instagram: @TacomaVinylDecals 

mailto:rrentrop@cox.net

